Open Season

Europe’s first industrial-scale Green Hydrogen & Energy Hub
Bringing climate neutrality and energy security together for European customers

Tree Energy Solutions (“TES”) is pleased to invite interested parties to
participate in its open season aimed to secure 16 to 20 Billion Cubic
Metres per year (BCMa) import capacity for conventional liquified
natural gas in the initial phase of its industrial scale Green Energy Hub
in Wilhelmshaven, Germany.
During Phase I of the Open Season, parties are invited to submit their
(non-binding) Expression of Interest by 25th May 2022. Based on the
initial interest expressed, a final shortlist of clients will be invited to
Phase II (binding) of the process which is scheduled to commence on
1st June 2022.

Project overview
TES (Tree Energy Solutions) is a green and clean hydrogen company that
supplies long term non-intermittent carbon neutral energy at industrial
scale. TES’ prime objective is to replace the fossil gas system by importing
Green Gas produced using green hydrogen generated from solar PV in the
solar belt, as well as to introduce CO2 circularity. In Wilhelmshaven, TES is
building Germany’s first Green Energy Hub, which will enable the import of
250 TWh of green gas by 2045.
TES’ Wilhelmshaven project, initiated in 2019, is set to play a significant
role in delivering energy to Germany and contributing to Europe’s energy
strategy in a sustainable way while stimulating material economic growth
for the regional economy. TES initiated the fast-tracking of its Green Gas
Terminal aiming to provide alternative energy security for Germany and
Europe whilst accelerating the growth of Green Gas imports over time.

1. Future proof
2. Ideal location
3. Built at scale
4. Accelerated access

The acceleration of the Wilhelmshaven Green Energy Hub will be fully
consistent with and supportive of the strategic priorities of sustainability and
diversification of energy supply. TES expects that this will even accelerate
the prospects to achieve Germany’s sustainability goals but also prevent
future stranded assets. With a similar chemical composition as LNG, TES
will leverage existing LNG infrastructure, allowing for seamless importation
and transport of green gas, building upon TES team’s extensive experience
in LNG import (including Dragon LNG regas terminal).
openseason@tes-h2.com
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1. Future proof
The TES import terminal in Wilhelmshaven is purposely built for a
decarbonised future and directly connected to three major cross-European
backbones:
Ǜ The existing high pressure European natural gas grid
Ǜ The H2ercules hydrogen network
Ǜ OGE’s & TES’ CO2 transport network
This interconnectivity across commodities located in the industrial heart
of Europe provides each customer with peace of mind that their business
will be absolutely futureproofed from inception and ready to accept
conventional LNG as early as late 2025, clean gas in 2027 and hydrogenderived full green gas molecules from 2028 onwards.
The Wilhelmshaven Green Energy Hub is a truly transformative project built
to last for generations which will launch Northwest Germany as a global
clean energy powerhouse and therefore has attracted political support
from EU, federal, state and local level.

☐ Natural gas pipelines
☐ H2ercules pipelines
☐ CO2 pipelines

openseason@tes-h2.com
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2. Ideal location
The 145ha Wilhelmshaven site presents an ideal open ocean facing, deep
water port (up to 15.5m draft) with little operational restrictions or any ship
channel congestions. Its dedicated 6 Suez max suitable berths will provide
a truly open import portal for LNG deliveries from all corners of the world.
The Terminal will be connected through a newly constructed, dedicated 42
inch pipeline into the core of Europe’s industrial heartland of Ruhr area and
Hamburg/Bremen, whilst existing nearby underground gas caverns at Etzel
and with the Groningen gas pipeline infrastructure closeby, this location is
perfectly suited to provide both long-term security and flexibility of supply
to the European market.
Given its unrestricted marine access and multi-jetty structure due to its
innovative tunnel concept, and its proximity to the ARA region and the major
ports of Bremen and Hamburg, Wilhelmshaven is also ideal for bunkering
services for conventional, clean and green gas molecules. Having its own
dedicated railway access point, rail-loading in addition to truck loading
services will be available to its clients.

openseason@tes-h2.com
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3. Built at scale
The TES Wilhelmshaven Hub is the largest European green and clean
energy project delivering 250 TWh of clean and green energy by 2045 at
significant global scalability potential.
With its planned extended design comprised of 6 ship berths, 1,600,000
cubic meters of onshore storage capacity using 8 onsite tanks - of which 4
will be available during the initial stage - and an initial regasification capacity
of 16 to 20 BCM per year, the TES hub will function as a gargantuan access
portal attracting global conventional and green gas volumes to mainland
Europe.
TES will further construct carbon export facilities as the Green Energy Hub
will also be connected to OGE’s CO2 transportation network. Moreover,
TES will also produce green hydrogen at Wilhelmshaven that will be
transported through connections with the H2Ercules project that develops
Germany’s ‘hydrogen backbone’.

openseason@tes-h2.com
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The TES grey to green bridge concept

4. Accelerated access
In response to the recent geopolitical events in Europe and aimed to
ease near term energy security concerns, TES has decided to consider
an accelerated development of certain selected assets at Wilhelmshaven
that will provide the opportunity for interested parties to commence
conventional LNG imports from late 2025 onwards.
These LNG operations will be perfectly fungible with the long-term objective
and purpose of a Clean & Green gas & hydrogen import terminal combined
with a large scale CO2 export terminal, and therefore its customers will
have the unique opportunity to smoothly transition their LNG imports
into a decarbonised future without any interruption or interference of
its business activities, effectively bridging from grey over clean to green
molecules.

openseason@tes-h2.com
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Open Season overview
The WHV Open Season for the LNG capacity at Wilhelmshaven covers three consecutive phases:
Phase I

Phase II

Phase III

START 25th April 2022
END 25th May 2022

START 1st June 2022
END 5th July 2022

START July 2022
END November 2022 (expected)

A non-binding expression of
interest from possible interested
parties.

Based on the expressions of interest
received from participants during
Phase I, a binding window will be
organised with shortlisted parties
soon after the end of Phase I, with
the objective to conclude binding
Heads of Agreement which shall be
the commercial basis for the final
contractual documents.

Finalisation of the Terminal
User Agreement & commercial
schedules.

During the non-binding period, the
participants will receive further
relevant information about the
Wilhelmshaven Green Energy Hub
development and will be able to
participate in the live webcast
organised by TES on 10th of may
2022. There will be a formal process
for Q&A. Participants are invited to
express their non-binding interest
via a form that will be published
online.

openseason@tes-h2.com

The capacity to import conventional
LNG which shall be allocated during
the Open Season, will be based on
a first committed, first served basis
and with the principle that priority
will be given to customers who in
addition to importing conventional
LNG, express their disposition
to participate in the future clean
& green gas imports into the
Wilhelmshaven Green Energy Hub.
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Practical procedure of phase I

Overview of key dates

Non-binding expression of interest
1

Start of phase I

Registration

As of April 25 2022, parties are invited to register to the WHV Open
Season using the online registration form here before receiving access to
additional information (e.g. webcast, Q&A) and submitting their potential
expression of interest.

25th April 2022

th

Parties are also required to sign the standard Confidentiality Agreement
which can be found here and send it to openseason@tes-h2.com to validate
their registration.

2

Live Webcast and Q&A

Prior to and during the Webcast session, questions can be submitted which
will be answered by the TES team after the session and shared with the
wider audience on an anonymous basis.

Registration process
Subject to NDA

2nd May 2022
10th May 2022
9th-18th May
2022
25th May 2022

TES welcomes interested parties to participate in a live webcast on Tuesday
10th May 2022 where the project will be presented by senior members
of the TES team in more detail. To attend this online webcast, prior
registration is required (see step 1).

Non-binding Expression of Interest

Start of Expression of Interest submissions

Opening of online submission form

Live Webcast

Registration required

Q&A period

Registration required

Closing of phase I

Non-binding Expression of Interest

1st June 2022

Start of phase II

5th July 2022

Closing of phase II

Indicative

Indicative

Binding window

Binding window

2022 Flame

3 Expression of interest submission (non-binding)
During the non-binding period, parties are invited to submit their
expression of interest online, from 2nd May 2022 until 25th May 2022.
The link to the submission form will be shared later on to registered
parties.
During the submission, parties are invited to submit the capacity
they would like to secure and the contract tenure they are interested
by.

Natural Gas & Hydrogen Conference
The TES commercial team will be at the 2022 Flame Natural
Gas & Hydrogen conference in Amsterdam (3-5 May).
If you would like to set up a meeting, please contact us via:
openseason@tes-h2.com

openseason@tes-h2.com
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Legal Disclaimer
This document is solely intended to present to the market the regasification capacities which are offered by Tree Energy Solutions (TES) within the scope of the Wilhelmshaven Green Energy Hub project
and the sole purpose of this presentation is to assist the recipient in deciding whether it wishes to proceed with an investigation or inquiry in relation to the allocation of gas capacity of the Wilhelmshaven
Green Energy Hub.
The publication of this information cannot be considered as a contractual proposal for subscription to regasification capacities.
Any party interested in this operation is required to make inquiries and identify, in its capacity as a professional, the elements necessary for assessing its interest in answering the invitation to subscribe.
This presentation includes certain observations, assumptions, statements, estimates and projections as to future events and thus involves significant elements of subjective judgment and analysis. Such
statements, estimates and projections reflect certain assumptions and anticipated results; such assumptions and results may or may not prove to be correct. Such estimates and projections are inherently
subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those projected. Such risks and uncertainties include general economic and business conditions,
competition, changes in political, social and economic conditions, and possible changes in the regulatory structure, weather, climate, customer preferences and various other matters, many of which are
beyond the control of TES, as applicable. Such forward-looking statements are necessarily dependent on assumptions, data or methods that may be incorrect or imprecise and that may be incapable of
being realized. TES does not undertake to update or revise any of the observations, assumptions, projections or forward-looking statements contained herein or any other information contained herein,
even if it becomes clear that they will not be realized or are otherwise inaccurate. The delivery of this document/file shall not under any circumstances imply that there has been no change in the affairs
of TES or that the information set forth herein is correct at any date subsequent to the date of this presentation or the date at which the information was provided. The information contemplated in this
presentation is in summary form and thus does not contain all relevant and material information relating to the matters contemplated herein.
TES cannot be held liable for any assessment or interpretation that might be made of the information contained in this presentation by the parties concerned.
TES reserves the right to modify or stop the Wilhelmshaven Green Energy Hub Open Season procedure at any time.

